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Gender in % going 

through SAC

We surveyed 106 female students from AHO

What the DIXI Resource centre has to o�er

One-on-one chats with rape victims and their families

Discussion groups for rape victims and their families

Telephone advice, 22 44 40 50 (mob.: 930 58 070)

Guidance by e-mail and text messaging

Information on rights and obligations

Themed evenings and talks

Information on the public assistance agencies available

Talks at schools, for politicians, associations and welfare 

agencies in general

List of lawyers who can work on your behalf and 

psychologists/therapists that we prefer to recommend

Recommended reading list

We are bound by a duty of confidentiality! 

Our services are free of charge.

You are always very welcome to get in touch with us.

www.dixi.no
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Regionalt ressurssenter 

om vold, traumatisk 

stress og 
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SSMM
Sentret for seksuelt 

misbrukte menn

FMSO
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seksuelle overgrep
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Home
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Patient sits on
the couch

Place a cloth
between the patient

and the couch

Explain FME

External swabs

Ask nurse questions

Ask patient what
to do first

FME:

Body
orifice

At the end,
patient is o�ered:

Tests

Enter the
emergency

hospital

Make patient
feel safe

Sort out what
happened

O�er di�erent
services available

Explain the
expected reactions

Blood pressure is 

measured and a 

blood samples are 

taken to check for 

the presence of 

alcohol and drugs, 

and more blood to 

check for HIV, 

Hepatitis B and C 

and Syphilis.
Urine samples are 

taken to check for 

pregnancy and the 

presence of alcohol 

and drugs.

Inspection of the 

body and body 

orifices (mouth, 

vagina and rectum), 

biological samples 

for evidence and 

medical tests for 

pregnancy and 

diseases.
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The nurse often 

takes swabs from 

the mouth and body 

surface [if the case 

is acute] before the 

doctor arrives. 

The nurse asks the 

patient if he/she has 

any chronic diseases, 

ordinary medications 

and private ques-

tions like when was 

the last time the 

patient had consen-

sual sex.

Body
inspection

Uncover
upper body

Uncover
lower body

Sheet
to cover

External
genital swabs
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and Anoscope

Internal
genital swabs

New clothes
is provided

Stay
overnight

Take a 
shower

Info about
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Schedule up
follow-up

Medication
for HIV...

Written info
of performed
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lung/heart/stomach

Inspect
the mouth

Swabs of
ejaculated 

semen

Drawing
of injuries

Drawing
of injuries

Photograph
of injuries

Photograph
of injuries

Special swabs
Gonorrhea & chlamydia

Registers the
victim and calls

investigator

Explain the 
rights the victim has

Victim explains
what happened

in detail

Explain the free
lawyer services

available

Schedule a 
follow-up for

witnesses

Can schedule
another interrogation

session if needed

If o�ender is 
known, they will
also interrogate

him/her

Where were
you?

Are there
any witneses?

Were you
influenced by
substances?

What were
you wearing?

Date and time?

How is your
social life?

Do you know
the perpetrator?

Enter the
police station

Register patient
in SAA sheet

Call social worker

Bacterial samples
[chlamydia, gonorrhea, HVI]

FME samples
swabs, photo, clothes
drawings, descriptions

Sample
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Lab

Social worker’s
transcripts

Social worker’s
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Reception nurse’s
data system

Initial questions
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24 hours service
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24 hours service

Dixi Resource Center
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You have the rig
ht 

of 3 hours of fr
ee lawyer 

advice beforeyou even report i
t to

 the police.

Overgrepsmotta
ket, Police and resourcecenters

can arrange it f
or you.
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Oslo Emergency Hospital

Optional Resource Centers

Oslo
 Police Station

Optional Lawyer
Manuela Aguirre Jan Kristian StrømsnesDiploma Spring 2012Systems Oriented DesignHow can designers understand a complex social system by visualizing all its layers?
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Average fear

of gettin
g raped

in public sp
aces

Who do you tell

when you go out?

After an incident, w
here 

would you inmediately go?

96% Friends

Carrie
s phone with a 

marked sos number
Pretends to be talking

on the phoneCalls somebody

46% Hospital

40% Home

16% Police

What do girls
 

at A
HO do when 

they are scared

alone walking

in public sp
aces?

48% Boyfrie
nd

35% Flatmate

57% Smartp
hone Prevention and Response

landscape of sexual violence in Oslo

PREVENTION

RESPONSE
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The Night ravens 

in Oslo goes on 

patrol every week-

end on fridays and 

saturdays.
 

Pirate taxi
Are a common 

problem in Oslo, 

from time to time 

drunk people take a 

ride, and some got 

raped

Pirate taxi
Are a common 

problem in Oslo, 

from time to time 

drunk people take a 

ride, and some got 

raped

 
       

Sentrum police 

station has a friday 

meeting with 

di�erent stakehold-

ers who secure and 

prevent possible 

crimes in the 

streets.

Every friday meeting

the police inform the 

di�erent stakehold-

ers of any criminal 

updates, such as 

pocket theft or 

people the should be 

aware of.   

The volunteer 

meet up at Stor-

gata 28 at 21.30, 

they divide the people 

in groups, with a 

group leader.

The group leader 

recives a walkie 

talkie.

 
       

Private 
Security
Guards 

Car Patrol
o�cer

Night Ravens

Taxi drivers Intelligence 
service

Police 
departments 

in Oslo

Dixi Oslo

Interro
gation room

The Norwegian Crime

Prevention Council [Kråd]

Is the Norwegian Government’s body of expertise

within the judicial system. It is a Government agency 

working under the Ministry of Justice. The council is 

free and independent in selecting matters to focus 

on and what kind of advice it chooses to give. It 

cannot be instructed as long as it works within the 

limits of its mandate. 

KRÅD have sister organizations in all the

Nordic countries; Denmark, Sweden and Finland (but 

not in Iceland, as they choose to organize their crime

Salto is also a part of Kråd and works preventive to 

make Oslo more secure for the public and in the 

public space.

Nowhere is this taboo more

stubborn than in the family home,

long considered o�-limits for law

enforcement and the state.

“The statistics tell us that the safest

place for women is outside, on

the street — most rapes happen

at home,” said Tove Smaadahl,

general manager of the Shelter

Movement. In a 2005 survey

by the Norwegian Institute for

Urban and Regional Research, 9

percent of female respondents in a

relationship reported experiencing

sexual assault.

Party-related rapes are connected to parties and an

outdoor life in the city. The rapes are often linked to

young adults in the weekends, especially after a party,

on their way home, on an afterparty

and at sleep-overs. Many

of the victims who have reported

party-related rapes to the police

describe the incident with blurry

memories and blackouts. Most of

these types of reports describe that

the victims have been drugged and

the consumption of alcohol is highly

involved.

Relation rapes occur mainly between

couples that have a committed

relationship, such as a husband

and wife, or people that share an

apartment, or couples that have had

a serious relationship before. Most

of these types of rapes are rarely

reported to the police, and when

they are, they are not reported right

away after the crime has occurred.

The time when the victim decides to

report this crime is usually related to

the time the couple has ended their

relationship. The victim has a coercive 

attitude towards sex and is often 

afraid of the partner’s violent 

behavior. When these types of crimes 

are described, the victims are 

described as passive and powerless of 

taking actions.
The o�ender is described as a 

threatening person with a demanding 

personality. The reports on some 

cases involve violent harassment 

towards the victim.


